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ABSTRACT
Social networks such as Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter
have become increasingly important for reaching millions
of users. Consequently, spammers are increasing using such
networks for propagating spam. Existing filtering techniques
such as collaborative filters and behavioral analysis filters
are able to significantly reduce spam, each social network
needs to build its own independent spam filter and support
a spam team to keep spam prevention techniques current.
We propose a framework for spam detection which can be
used across all social network sites. There are numerous
benefits of the framework including: 1) new spam detected
on one social network, can quickly be identified across social
networks; 2) accuracy of spam detection will improve with
a large amount of data from across social networks; 3) other
techniques (such as blacklists and message shingling) can be
integrated and centralized; 4) new social networks can plug
into the system easily, preventing spam at an early stage. We
provide an experimental study of real datasets from social
networks to demonstrate the flexibility and feasibility of our
framework.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Re-
trieval - Information filtering; I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition]:
Design Methodology - Classifier design and evaluation

General Terms
Algorithm, Experimentation

Keywords
Social-spam, Framework, Detection, Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
Social networks are growing at an alarming rate, with net-

works like Facebook and Twitter attracting audiences of over
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100 million users a month, they are becoming an important
medium of communication. This in turn attracts spammers
to the social networks as well, causing an increase in the
incidence of social spam.

Social spam is low-quality information on social networks
that is similar to email spam in that it is unsolicited bulk
messages that users do not ask for or specifically subscribe
to. Such spam, is a nuisance to people and hinders them
from consuming information that is pertinent to them or
that they are looking for. Individual social networks are
capable of filtering a significant amount of the spam they
receive, although they usually require large amounts of re-
sources (e.g, personnel) and incur a delay before detecting
new types of spam.

We propose a social spam detection framework which can
be used by any social network to detect spam. The frame-
work will avoid the need for each social network to build
their own spam detection mechanism and hire anti-spam
personnel. Using this framework, once a new type of spam
is detected on one network, it can automatically be identi-
fied on the other networks as well. In addition, new social
networks can quickly protect their users from social spam
by using the framework.

The social-spam detection framework can be split into
three main components. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
system and we provide a brief explanation for each part here:
1) Mapping and Assembly: Mapping techniques are used to
convert a social network specific object into a framework-
defined standard model for the object (e.g., profile model,
message model, or webpage model). If associated objects
can be fetched based on this object, it is assembled here;
2) Pre-filtering: Fast-path techniques (e.g., blacklists, hash-
ing, and similarity matching) are used to check incoming
objects against known spam objects; 3) Classification: Su-
pervised machine learning techniques are used to classify the
incoming object and associated objects. We use a Bayesian
technique to combine the classification results into spam or
non-spam.

More concretely, we make the following contributions:

• Build a social-spam detection framework to filter spam
on multiple social networks. We build the three main
components of the system and demonstrate the use of
the system on data from Twitter, MySpace, and the
WebbSpamCorpus.

• Demonstrate cross social-corpora classification and
measure the feasibility of doing so. Namely, we show
that we can build a classifier for a particular model
on one social network and apply it to another social



network. After doing so, we use existing datasets to
approximate the accuracy of this technique.

• Demonstrate associative classification or classification
in which the results depend not only on the object
being classified, but also on objects associated with
it. e.g., classification of a message object takes into
account classification outcomes of the associated web-
page objects that may be linked inside the message.
We also measure the feasibility of this technique.

Figure 1: Overview of the spam detection frame-

work

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
motivate the problem further in Section 2. Section 3 pro-
vides the structure and implementation of the framework.
Section 4 describes the experimental setup used to evaluate
our framework and Section 5 presents our experimental re-
sults. We introduce related work in Section 6 and conclude
the paper in Section 7.

2. MOTIVATION
With the rise of social networks as an important medium

of communication, spammers have increasingly targeted so-
cial networks with spam. In most social networks, spammers
can send spam to other users in a number of ways, such as
messages, friend requests, wall posts, tweets, and profiles.
In most cases spammers can also include links to a website
where the user will take another action.
Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and other major social net-

works employ dozens of people to fight spam on their net-

work [19]. Most of these social networks use collaborative
filtering (where users report objects that are spammy) and
behavioral analysis (where logs of interactions are used to
detect spamming patterns) to detect spam on their network.
Such dynamic methods may be eventually able to detect so-
cial spam, but require a non-trivial amount of lag time to
accumulate sufficient evidence.

Apart from this, social networks will also employ classifi-
cation based techniques which use labeled training data to
find similar occurrences of spam on the social network. Due
to the evolving nature of spam [21, 15], these classification
based techniques need to be retrained and adapted to newer
spam [22].

Although techniques to propagate spam may vary from
one social network to another, due to specificities of each
social network, anecdotal evidence suggests that spam gen-
erally fall into the category of pharmaceutical, pornographic,
phishing, stocks, and business promotion campaigns. Bot-
nets have already been shown to use templates to send vary-
ing spam campaigns messages (similar to the campaigns pre-
viously mentioned) [18] to different targets. With techniques
to distribute a legitimate message across multiple social net-
works already implemented [1, 2], it is only a matter of time
before botnets and spammers also employ such techniques.

We propose a social spam detection framework that uses
general models of a profile, message, and webpage model to
perform classification across social networks. Misclassifica-
tions or feedback via other methods can be used to update
the classification models which apply across social networks.
This will allow new types of spam detected on one social net-
work to be detected across social networks, and also reduce
the burden of the social network spam teams responsible for
keeping the classifiers updated. Further, new social networks
which do not have any spam detection solutions can use the
social spam detection framework to protect their users from
spammers.

3. SOCIAL-SPAM DETECTION
FRAMEWORK

In this section we present the social spam detection frame-
work. An overview of the framework is shown in Figure 1
and we present the three main parts in the following subsec-
tions.

3.1 Mapping and Assembly
To build a framework that is social network agnostic, we

have to create a standard model for the objects within the
social network. We define a model of an object as a schema
containing the most common attributes of the object across
social networks. Once a model is defined, we need to map
incoming objects from the social networking into objects of
the model. We discuss both these steps in more detail below.

3.1.1 Models
Our framework defines three models representing the most

important objects in social networks, namely: profile model,
message model, and web page model. We omit other models,
as they are not required to demonstrate the feasibility of the
framework.

The profile model we defined has 74 attributes and is de-
rived from the Google Open Social Person API [3]. The at-
tributes we selected cover attributes most commonly used in



user profiles across websites like Facebook, MySpace, Twit-
ter, and Flickr.
The message model we defined has 15 attributes based on

common attributes used in messages – such as “To”, “From”,
“Timestamp”, “Subject”, and “Content”. We also include in
the message model a few attributes which would be com-
mon for a social-network to have and also found in e-mail
messages, e.g., “Sender-IP”, and other header attributes.
The web page model we defined has attributes based on

common HTTP session header information (based on work
done by Steve et al. [29]) and content. For example, “Con-
nection”, “Content-length”, “Server” and “Status” et al. are
common features in HTTP session header. For the content
of web pages, we extracted visible text (non-HTML tags)
from them and focused on text classification.
A model is akin to a class, and an object is an instance of

the model (or class). All models are stored in XML, so they
are extensible and can be modified easily.
Data Types: An attribute can be one of four types.

These types are standard attribute types found in many ma-
chine learning implementations, namely: Numerical, String,
Categorical (Nominal), and Date. An snippet of the person
model definition is shown in XML 1.

<model type="person">

<attribute>

<attributeName>AboutMe</attributeName>

<attributeType>String</attributeType>

</attribute>

<attribute>

<attributeName>Age</attributeName>

<attributeType>Numerical</attributeType>

</attribute>

...

</model>

XML 1: Definition snippet of the “person” model.

3.1.2 Mapping
Mapping transforms incoming social network objects into

the respective object model in the framework. This mapping
is mostly done automatically by providing to the framework
a list of incoming attributes and their attributes in the re-
spective model. These are specified in an XML file due to
easy updatability and simplicity.
Name mappings are the simplest to handle and type map-

pings are also straight-forward except in illegal cases, which
we disallow (e.g., “Date” to “Categorical”). For some data
types such as categorical type, we need to specify the map-
ping for each value in the domain of the data type. The
handling of semantic mapping is done by manual code writ-
ten within a special XML tag to perform the necessary con-
version. An example of name mappings is shown in Table 1
(shown in table format for simplicity).

3.1.3 Assembly
Assembly is the process of probing each model object

for associated objects and then subsequently fetching those
model objects. For example, if we are dealing with a mes-
sage object and the content contains URLs, we fetch the
web pages associated with those URLs and create web page
objects which are then assembled together with the message

Table 1: The name mapping between Twitter pro-

files and our profile model. Empty mappings are

omitted.
Twitter Profile Profile Model

Id Id
Name NickName
Location CurrentLocation
Description AboutMe
Profile Image ProfileImage
Url ProfileUrl

object. This additional information is often critical for spam
detection as it can provide a rich source of information for
the further stages.

3.2 Pre-filtering
In order to reduce classification cost, we adopt fast-path

techniques to quickly filter out previous classified or similar
spam in incoming social network objects. Some of these
techniques involve:

• Blacklists: lists of entries, such as URL, DNS, and IP
address, which are to be immediately rejected. Entries
are added to these lists due to prior spamming or bad
behavior, and thus it is expected that objects which
contain such entities should be rejected.

• Similarity matching: Hashing and shingling can be
used to quickly calculate similarity against previous
spammy entries. The number of previous spammy en-
tries an object is checked against can be limited in
order to avoid high lookup costs.

These techniques may have shortcomings due to their lag-
time in detecting new spam, although their significantly im-
prove time taken to classify an object as spam or non-spam.

3.3 Classification
We build one classifier for each model and use over 40

different types of supervised machine learning classifiers, in-
cluding standard algorithms such as näıve Bayes [23], Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) [9] and LogitBoost [6, 10].

An incoming objects to be classified can have associated
objects which will be retrieved in the Assembly stage (see
Section 3.1.3). For instance, a profile is passed to the profile
classifier for classification followed by associated messages
being passed to message classifier to do the classification. If
the message object contains a URL (such as a Tweet), then
the associated object will be a web page object which will be
passed to the web page classifier. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2. We apply combination strategies to the results
of the classifiers after obtaining all results.

After the classifier for each model involved return a deci-
sion, it is passed on to the combiner. There are four different
combination strategies available for us to adapt in our frame-
work: AND strategy, OR strategy, Majority voting strategy,
and Bayesian strategy. AND strategy classifies an object as
spam if all classifier, for each model, classifies it as spam.
OR strategy classifies an object as spam if any classifier, for
each model, classifies it as spam. Majority voting strategy
classifies the object as spam only when majority of classifier,
for each model, classifies it as spam. Bayesian strategy is a
slightly modified version of a strategy from previous research



Figure 2: Using associated objects to assist in clas-

sification.

on creating an anti-spam filter combination framework for
text-and-image emails [5]. We use a subscript i to distin-
guish different models and t to denote incremental learning
cycles at time t. Suppose we receive a object x and ω is
the class associated with x, either being spam or legitimate.
Then, assuming a hidden variable Z for an event to select
one model, a probability for a class ω given x, P (ω|x), can
be expressed as a marginal probability of a joint probability
of Z and ω.

P (ω|x) =
∑

i

P (ω,Zi|x) =
∑

i

P (ω|Zi, x)P (Zi|x) .

To express each classifier’s confidence given x, we use ex-
ternal knowledge P (Zi|x). For instance, if a certain classi-
fier model becomes unavailable, we will set the correspond-
ing P (Zi|x) to be zero. Also if one classifier dominates over
other classifiers, one could assign a large probability for the
corresponding P (Zi|x).
Most data types are supported directly by the classifiers

we use, except for the String data type. We use bag of words
to change the string into a list boolean attribute (where each
boolean attribute represents the presence or absence of a
word) after using stemming and removing stop words.
Before classification, we represent each object (or model

instance) as a attribute vector f of n attributes: 〈f1, f2, ..., fn〉.
All of attributes are boolean; hence, if fi = 1, the attribute
is present in a given object; otherwise, the attribute is absent
in a given object.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
In this section we first discus the datasets we use to demon-

strate our framework, followed by the implementation of our
framework, and finally detail our evaluation plan.

4.1 Datasets
The datasets contain raw profiles or messages from the

social networks which are then parsed into their respective
XML objects. The XML objects are submitted to the so-
cial spam detection framework, where they go through the
three main processing components. We use these datasets
as sample input to perform experiments and measure the
performance of our framework.

MySpace Profile Dataset: We use a previously col-
lected sample of over 1.8 million MySpace profiles [8] from
June to September 2006. In addition, approximately 1,500
spam MySpace profiles were also gathered from a previous
study [31] on honeypots in MySpace collected in late 2007.

We summarize the strategies used to collect the MySpace
profiles below:

• Legitimate Top 8 Crawl — starting with a seed list of
random (legitimate) profiles, the top 8 most popular
friends were crawled in a breath first search manner.
This resulted in a collection of over 890,000 connected
profiles.

• Random Crawl — profiles were crawled by generat-
ing random UserId’s and retrieving the profile repre-
sented by that user. This resulted in a collection of
over 960,000 profiles.

• Honeypot Spam— Social honeypot accounts were con-
figured across the U.S. and were used to crawl profiles
that initiated contact with them and were identified as
spam accounts.

Twitter Profile, Message, and Web Page Datasets:

A previous study [17] on Twitter collected over 900,000 Twit-
ter users, over 2.4 million Tweets and fetched any links in
the Tweets. Twitter users are represented in the profile
model, Tweets can be represented in the message model, and
webpages associated with the links in the web page model.
These tweets were gathered by querying the top trending
topics every minute and represent a over 600 topics over a
span of November 2009 to February 2010. Twitter users and
Tweets (messages) marked as suspended or removed due to
Twitter terms of service violations were marked as spam and
there were over 26,000 Twitter such users and 138,000 such
Tweets.

TREC Email Datasets: We include the use of emails
in our social-spam detection study to have additional data
for the message model. We use the TREC 2007 [26] corpus
which contained over 50,000 spam emails and over 25,000 le-
gitimate emails. Spam messages in this dataset was collected
from various email honeypots, with legitimate messages be-
ing donated by various users.

Webb Spam corpus and WebBase dataset: The
Webb Spam corpus [28] is a collection of nearly 350,000 spam
web pages, crawled from spam links found in email messages
between November 2002 to January 2006. As there were no
legitimate pages in the Webb Spam Corpus, we augmented it
with a dataset from the WebBase Web Page Repository [14].
We downloaded and used December 2005 crawl of the Web-
Base corpus and used a stratified random sample of over
392,000 legitimate web pages.

4.2 Experiment Implementation

4.2.1 Mapping and Assembly
For each of the datasets earlier presented, we create a

mapping file from attributes in the dataset to attributes in
the model. The assembly process takes care of retrieving
associated object models if required.

To be specific, the mapping and assembly in relation to
the profile model is demonstrated by mapping/assembling
MySpace and Twitter (users) to the profile model. The
mapping and assembly in relation to the message model is
demonstrated by mapping/assembling TREC and Twitter
(tweets) to the message model, whereas the mapping and
assembly in relation to the webpage model is demonstrated



by mapping/assembling Twitter (webpages linked in tweets)
and WebbSpamCorpus/WebBase to the web page model.

4.2.2 Pre-filtering
Due to the lack of historic blacklists to apply to our data

and the likelihood that using new blacklists on older data
would skew the results, we do not use blacklists in our ex-
periments.

4.2.3 Classification
The two core parts of our detection framework are: cross

social-corpora classification and associative classification. To
evaluate the effectiveness of cross social-corpora classifica-
tion, we build a webpage model classifier using the Webb-
SpamCorpus and WebBase dataset, followed by classifying
the webpage part of Twitter dataset. Next, for incoming
objects, we retrieved their associated objects and use cross
social-corpora classification for each object model. For the
profile classifier, we use the MySpace profile dataset for
training and evaluate the cross classifier on the Twitter pro-
file dataset. For the message classifier, the TREC 2007
dataset is used for training and evaluate the cross classi-
fier on the Twitter message dataset. We then combine the
results from web page model and message model classifica-
tions, to obtain the result of message classification. Finally,
the results of incoming profiles classification are obtained by
the combination of the results of message model and profile
model classification.
We use over 40 different classifiers implemented in the

Weka software package [13]. Weka is an open source col-
lection of machine learning algorithms that has become a
standard tool in the machine learning community.
Most data types used in our models can be directly used

by classifiers in Weka except for the String data type. As
previously mentioned, we use bag of words after using stem-
ming and removing stop words. The StringToWordVector
filter performs this transformation for us and includes ap-
plying the Snowball Stemming algorithm (variation of the
Porter stemmer) and removing a built-in list of stop words.
Once the object is in an amenable form, steps to build

a model classifier include resampling and classifier selection.
When resampling, we use stratified random sampling to bal-
ance the spam and legitimate classes in order to avoid any bi-
ases that may arise from imbalanced classes.We evaluate and
compare the performance of a number of classifiers based on
the F1-Measure and accuracy. More details on the evalua-
tion can be found next.

4.3 Evaluation
We use several criteria evaluate the classifiers’ performance,

namely F1-Measure and Accuracy. In our framework, F-
measure (also F-score) is calculated based on precision and
recall. Before introducing the details of precision and recall,
we review the relationship between true positive, true nega-
tive, false positive, and false positive — shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The relationship between true-positive,

true-negative, false-positive and false-positive.

Actual Predicted Label
Label Positive Negative
Positive True-Positive (TP) False-Negative (FN)
Negative False-Positive (FP) True-Negative (TN)

The definitions of precision(P), recall(R), F-measure(FM),
and accuracy(A) for classification are based on above terms,
and are given by the following formulas.

P =
TP

(TP + FP )
; R =

TP

(TP + FN)

FM = 2 ·
P ·R

P +R
; A =

(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)

F1-measure is the Harmonic mean of precision and recall
(traditionally F-measure is represented in terms of precision
and recall). Accuracy represents the number of instances
correctly classified and is equals to the sum of true positives
and true negatives divided by the total number of instances.
Our goal is to obtain high F-measure and accuracy.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the two core parts

of our detection framework, namely the cross social-copora
classification and associative classification.

5.1 Cross Social-Corpora Classification
During practical usage of our framework, we expect our

classifier models to be built using a number of social net-
works. Incoming objects from the same social networks or
other social networks can then be classified using these mod-
els. We evaluate an extreme case of this classification, where
we build a classifier using one social-network dataset and test
the results using another dataset.

We first show cross social-corpora classification based on
web page model as the web page model can be used in con-
junction (via associated objects) with both profile and mes-
sage models in our framework. We will use the web page
model classifier to improve the accuracy of the other mod-
els.

To build (train) the web page model classifier, we use the
WebbSpamCorpus (contains spammy pages) and WebBase
(contains legitimate pages). We apply the classifier to la-
beled web pages associated with Tweets from the Twitter
dataset. These datasets previously described in Section 4.1
consist of HTTP session headers and content web pages.

Previous work [30] used HTTP session headers to detect
spam for web pages, but based on our datasets we found
that HTTP session headers are not robust to temporal dif-
ferences in the cross-corpora classification. This is likely
due to HTTP session headers containing transitory features
that become exiting due to the arms-race between spam-
mers and spam-researchers [21, 15]. We therefore perform
classification on content of web pages for cross-corpora and
cross-temporal datasets.

Using a bag of words approach on the content of web
pages results in over 50,000 words (after stripping HTML
tags, removing stop words, and removing words which oc-
cur less than 10 times). As this attribute set is too large to
use practically, we explore the impact of feature set size and
corpus sample size on the effectiveness of our classifiers. We
vary the feature set size between 1,000 and 10,000, based
on the features with most information gain, and varied the
corpus sample size similarly, with a unified random sample
of spam and legitimate instances to generate an equal class
distribution (thereby minimizing the class-specific learning
biases). The size of total features in datasets influences the



the size of feature set we choose. After performing this eval-
uation, we found the majority of our classifiers consistently
exhibited their best performance with 7,000 retained fea-
tures and a corpus sample size of 10,000 instances. Their
information gain values are shown in Figure 3. We use these
settings for the rest of our experiments involving the web
page model.
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corpus learning on web page model

Using the sample size and feature size above we evaluated
the performance of 40 classifiers in Weka. The performance
metrics for a sample of the four most effective classifiers
from our evaluation are shown in Figure 4. We can see that
all of our classifiers preformed adequately, with Näıve Bayes
performing the best overall in terms of average accuracy
(Table 3 shows the confusion matrix that resulted from the
Näıve Bayes classification choosing 7000 features). We also
ranked the Top 10 positive and negative attributes by χ2

Test shown in Figure 5 — positive attributes are those words
which appear more in legitimate web pages than web spam.
Negative attributes are those words which appear more in
web spam than legitimate web pages.
To investigate the misclassifications, we manually reviewed

the 1,714 misclassified legitimate web pages from Twitter
and put them into several categories based on their content
(shown in Table 4). Non-text category may contain pictures,

Table 3: The results of Näıve Bayes classifier

Predicted Predicted
Legitimate Spam

True Legitimate 3286 1714
True Spam 830 4170
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Figure 5: Top 10 positive and negative attributes

for WebbSpamCorpus and WebBase.

flash, video, audio, radio, TV, and other types, which usu-
ally contain very little visible text content. Foreign language
category is misclassified due to unrecognized words, such as
web pages in Japanese, Germany, and Chinese. Short text
category mostly is from the messages or comments archive in
social networks (e.g. Twitter messages the length of which
is under 140). Comments list category is represented by
web page which contains a list of comments following an
object in social networks like article or blog. Downloading
links category includes web pages which link to file down-
loads. Search engine category contain index pages for search
engines like Google or Bing. Shopping/advertisement sites
category contains pages which are filled with many descrip-
tions and pictures of products.

The classification of these types of web pages can be fixed
by whitelisting the respective sites. The whitelist is from
WebBase project and contains about 30,000 legitimate URLs
or domain names. After whitelisting these sites, we obtained
better results using näıve Bayes classifier. The F1-Measure



Table 4: The Categories of Misclassified Legitimate

Web Pages

Categories Amount Ratio
Non-text 543 32.7%
Foreign language 366 21.4%
Short text 188 11%
Comments list 51 3%
Downloading links 137 8%
Search engine 57 3.3%
Shopping/advertisement sites 17 1%
Unidentified 355 20.7%

and accuracy achieved 0.894 and 95.9% respectively.

Table 5: The results of näıve Bayes Classifier after

whitelisting legitimate sites

Predicted Predicted
Legitimate Spam

True Legitimate 2890 121
True Spam 561 4242

We performed the same cross social-corpora experiments
above on message model. We used the TREC email corpus
to build the message model classifier and the Twitter mes-
sage dataset for testing. The results achieved were not as
good as those achieved with the web page model and the rea-
sons are as follows. Firstly, Twitter messages have a limit
of 140 characters and are very short. In addition, a large
number of messages contain short-hand, abbreviated words,
or contain URLs, which reduce the amount of content avail-
able for classification. For TREC data, the length of most
email messages is longer than 140 and the lexicon is vastly
different from Twitter’s. The top 10 attributes based on χ2

test for both datasets are shown in Table 6. Therefore, if we
use TREC data to test Twitter message data based on text
content, a lot of Twitter messages are misclassified.

Table 6: Top 10 attributes for Twitter message data

and TREC data
Rank TREC Twitter Rank TREC Twitter
1 org de 11 stat write
2 list en 12 math click
3 mail free 13 minim person
4 wrote n 14 reproduc u
5 listinfo support 15 project thi
6 code cc 16 ethz show
7 mailman make 17 unsubscrib la
8 comment time 18 ch real
9 post g 19 guid h
10 read watch 20 provid part

Another cross-corpora experiment we performed was us-
ing the profile model. We use the MySpace corpus for build-
ing the profile model classifier and the Twitter user dataset
for testing. We find that the results are not good as previ-
ous achieved, as each Twitter profile only has five attributes:
“Picture”, “Name”, “Location”, “Web”, and “Bio”, whereas
a MySpace profile has over 11 attributes. We compared
the spam and legitimate profiles on Twitter, expecting that
spam profiles would use “Web” URLs and “Bio”s to propa-
gate spam URLs (based on an observation made in a previ-
ous study [8]), but we find the percentage of empty values in

“Web” URL and “Bio” attributes for spam profile is higher
than the percentage of empty values in legitimate profiles.
Meanwhile, the length of “Bio” attribute on Twitter also
contains a small amount content due to a limit of 160 char-
acters (enforced by Twitter). These reasons all result in
performance not being as good as the web page model when
training using MySpace profiles to test Twitter profiles.

Table 7: Statistics on “Web” and “Bio” fields in

Twitter profile.

Web and Bio Total Percentage
(not empty)

Total Profiles 536291 938190 57.16%
Spam Profiles 4675 26818 17.43%

Some of the challenges faced with cross-temporal and cross-
dataset issues can be helped by using the associative classifi-
cation component of our framework to deal with the issues.
In the following section, we introduce the associative classi-
fication of our framework.

5.2 Associative classification
Associative classification takes advantage of models that

may be associated with a model being classified. Previous
studies have shown that the integration of diverse spam fil-
tering techniques can greatly improve the accuracy of clas-
sification [5]. Spammers are typically interested in advertis-
ing, which is usually done via links to websites hosting the
spam. Thus, spammers usually post URLs whereas non-
spammers post messages or status updates without URLs.
To take advantage of the web page model, we use the asso-
ciated URL information from our message model and profile
model. Therefore, taking the message model, as an example,
the classification process works as follows.

If a new message arrives with a URL in it, we extract the
URL and fetch the associated web page content. Using the
web page model classifier, we can then classify the web page
and use the result to assist in making a determination of the
classification of the message — combination strategies for
different classifier results have been described in Section 3.3.

For messages which do not contain URLs, we classify
them using the message model classifier. Previous research
has achieved accurate classification results using content at-
tributes and user behavior attributes [12, 7]. Under our data
constraints, we only perform classification based on the con-
tent of messages.

We demonstrate associative classification using the pro-
file model as an example. We randomly choose 3,000 spam
and legitimate Twitter profiles, also retrieving the associ-
ated messages. For messages, if they have an associated
URL, we retrieve it using our crawler. Finally, we obtain all
objects needed to help us in the profile classification. They
amount to 6,000 profiles, 28,841 messages, and 43,905 URLs
(of which 17,211 are non-redirection). Using the WebbSpam
corpus and WebBase corpus, the accuracy of our associative
classifier is 91%.

Table 8: The results of web page model using näıve

Bayes Classifier.

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 10553 622
True spam 931 5105



The confusion matrix of the result is shown in Table 8.
We once again manually checked the misclassifications and
find they fall into similar categories as previously described.
Some web pages contain sparse text or mainly non-text con-
tent and some are in foreign languages. The results of twitter
messages classification also have two parts: one is for mes-
sages which contain URLs, in which we use the content of
the messages as well as web page model classifier to help
us predict the final classification label for the message. The
other is for messages which do not contain any URLs, we
use the content only to do the classification. We use the
TREC 2007 corpus to train the message model (the train-
ing of the web page model has been previously described).
Combining results from both classifiers, we obtain the final
results of Twitter message classification for which the accu-
racy achieved is 89.31% (Table 9 and 10).

Table 9: The results of text classification for mes-

sages having no URL.

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 1418 609
True spam 921 8682

Table 10: The combination results of messages.

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 11971 1231
True spam 1852 13787

Using the above to obtain the results of messages asso-
ciated with profiles, we perform threshold-based classifica-
tion of Twitter profiles (akin to reputation systems). We
apply threshold-based classification and vary the threshold
between 1 and 10, depending on how many messages have
been sent by users. We choose the threshold 1 to obtain
the largest spam profiles for our dataset, although this also
leads to the largest number of false-positives. The results of
which are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Using messages to identify spam profiles

One of the possible reasons for errors is that some spam
profiles may have not been suspended at the time we col-
lected data (thus leading to the labels on the profiles being
legitimate instead of spam). Another reason is that for the
Twitter dataset, there are some profiles which do not have
any messages associated with them. For the profiles which

do not have associated messages, we use MySpace profile
data as training data to do the classification.

Table 11: The results of profile classification.
(a) Results of profile classification using messages

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 1245 189
True spam 12 1493

(b) Results of text classification for profiles

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 1543 23
True spam 591 904

(c) The combination results of profiles

Predicted legitimate Predicted spam
True legitimate 2788 212
True spam 603 2397

Finally, we combined the results from text classification
for profiles and message classification. From Table 11, we
see the accuracy achieved by the profile classifier is 86.42%.

6. RELATED WORK
Most previous work on social spam has focused on spam

prevention on a single social network (e.g., Facebook [11, 24],
MySpace [16], Twitter [4]). A number of techniques are em-
ployed in these papers including classification, collaborative
filtering, behavioral analysis, and in some cases friend-graph
analysis.

Although aspects of previous research have been incorpo-
rated into our framework to improve results. For example
the study by Webb et al. [28] on automatically detect web
spam using email spam on detecting Twitter spam using web
pages inspired us to classify incoming social spam by tak-
ing into account classification of associated content. And we
also incorporated Web spam classification methods used by
Webb et al. [30] and social profile spam detection (as demon-
strated on MySpace) methods used by Irani et al. [16] in our
framework.

A large number of classifiers have been used in spam de-
tection but choosing the right classifier and the most efficient
combination of them is still a problem. Previous work by
Byungki et al. [5] proposes a Bayesian framework, which
is theoretical efficient and practically reasonable method of
combination, when investigating the integration of text and
image classifiers.

Several novel classification approaches are proposed and
implemented in cross-domain text classification. Pu Wang
et al. [27] presented semantics-based algorithm for cross-
domain text classification usingWikipedia based on co-clustering
classification algorithm. Elisabeth Lex et al. [20] described a
novel and efficient centroid-based algorithm Class-Feature-
Centroid Classifier(CFC) for cross-domain classification of
weblogs, also they have discussed the trade-off between com-
plexity and accuracy.

Also, some URL spam filtering technique has been pro-
posed by Kurt Thomas et al. [25] to better address differ-
ent web services such as social networks. They presented a
real-time URL spam filtering system named Monarch and
demonstrated a modest deployment of this system on cloud
infrastructure and its scalability.



7. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented a spam detection framework to de-

tect spam on multiple social networks. Through the ex-
periments, we show that our framework can be applied to
multiple social networks and is resilient to evolution due to
the spam arms-race. In the future, we plan on testing and
evaluate the framework on live feeds from social-networks.
In addition, integrating the detection of spammers’ behavior
to our framework is considered as future work.
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